The contribution of constructional accuracy and organizational strategy to nonverbal recall in schizophrenia and chronic alcoholism.
The Rey-Osterrieth complex figure was used to assess the separate influences of the constructional accuracy and the organizational strategy employed while copying the figure on the later, incidental recall of the figure. We tested a model, which hypothesized that subjects who copied the main framework of the figure holistically would be more likely to achieve good copy accuracy scores and to reproduce the figure more accurately at recall than subjects who used a piecemeal approach during copy. Subjects included 68 detoxified, chronic alcoholics (ALC), 28 patients with schizophrenia (SZ), and 69 normal control subjects (NCS). The results showed that the ALC and the SZ groups, on average, had lower accuracy and strategy scores at copy than did the NCS group, and furthermore, that the combined contributions of copy accuracy and copy strategy accounted for group differences at recall. A path analysis revealed that, for all three groups, copy strategy had a significant direct effect on copy accuracy. Moreover, copy accuracy and copy strategy made independent contributions to recall accuracy within the ALC and NCS groups; by contrast, within the SZ group, copy strategy made an independent contribution to recall performance but copy accuracy did not. These results suggest that (1) organizational strategy can influence constructional accuracy at both copy and recall; (2) copy accuracy and strategy have the potential to influence recall independently; and (3) the recall deficit in ALC could be attributed to abnormalities in both accuracy and strategy at copy, whereas in SZ it could be attributed only to strategy abnormalities. The deficits observed on the complex figure test in the ALC and SZ were primarily nonmnemonic and were related to ability in figure construction and organizational strategy.